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Abstract
Let A⊆B be integral domains, X an analytic indeterminate over B, and R :=A + XB[[X ]].
After determining the height of XB[[X ]] in R, we obtain bounds for the (Krull) dimension of
R, and determine dim(R) in case B is either a Noetherian or a Pr9ufer domain containing the
quotient ;eld of A. Among our results on catenarity is the following: if B is a Pr9ufer domain
containing the quotient ;eld of A, then R is catenarian if and only if A is catenarian and B is a
Dedekind domain. Examples are given to indicate the sharpness of the results. c© 2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary 13C15; 13F25; secondary 13F05
1. Introduction
All the rings considered below are (commutative) integral domains. As usual, if D is
an integral domain, then D[X ] and D[[X ]] denote the rings of polynomials and of for-
mal power series, respectively, over D. Building on studies of prime spectrum, (Krull)
dimension and catenarity for polynomial rings, several recent papers have investigated
these topics for pullbacks of the form A+ XB[X ], where A is a subring of B ([9,10],
cf. also [11]). This paper initiates the study of these topics for pullbacks of the form
A+XB[[X ]]. In doing so, we make use of earlier work on rings of formal power series
[1–5,13,14].
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Consider R :=A+XB[[X ]], where A is a subring of B. In Section 2, we determine the
height of XB[[X ]] in R (see Theorem 7 and Corollaries 8, 10). Throughout, examples
are given to address the sharpness of our results (cf. Example 9). The work on Spec(R)
in Section 2 is used in Section 3 to obtain bounds for dim(R) in Theorem 11. If B con-
tains the quotient ;eld of A, we establish that dim(R)=1+dim(A)+dim(B[[X ]][X−1])
in Corollary 13; we interpret this result in case B is either a Noetherian or a Pr9ufer
domain in Corollary 14.
Section 4 examines the possible transfer of catenarity between R=A+XB[[X ]] and
the rings A and B[[X ]]. One noteworthy result (Theorem 20) asserts that if B[[X ]]
is catenarian and A⊆B satis;es the incomparability property (dubbed INC in [12, p.
28]), then R is catenarian if and only if A is catenarian and htB(q) = htA(q ∩ A) for
each q ∈ Spec(B). Theorem 25 establishes that if B is a Pr9ufer domain which contains
the quotient ;eld of A, then R is catenarian if and only if A is catenarian and B
is a Dedekind domain. In case B is a valuation domain, Remark 26 explains how
Theorem 25 combines with material in Section 2 to yield a complete description of
Spec(R).
If D is an integral domain, then U (D) denotes the set of units of D; qf (D) denotes
the quotient ;eld of D, dim(D) denotes the Krull dimension of D, Max(D) denotes the
set of maximal ideals of D, and if p ∈ Spec(D), then htD(p) denotes the height of p
in D. In addition to the references cited above, we assume familiarity with pullbacks,
as in [8,7]. Any unexplained material is standard, as in [12,16].
2. On the prime ideals of A + XB[[X ]]
Fix a pair of (typically ;nite-dimensional) integral domains A⊆B and an analytic
indeterminate X over B. Put R :=A + XB[[X ]]. We begin this section with a few
fundamental results on the relation between the prime ideals of R and the primes of A
and of B[[X ]].
Observe that R = A ×B B[[X ]], the pullback of the inclusion map A → B and
the (surjective) B-algebra homomorphism B[[X ]] → B sending X to 0. Thus, we
see that XB[[X ]] is a common prime ideal of R and B[[X ]], with R=XB[[X ]] ∼= A
and B[[X ]]=XB[[X ]] ∼= B. In particular, the assignment p → p + XB[[X ]] gives a
Zariski-closed continuous injection Spec(A)→ Spec(R). The image is the set of prime
ideals of R which contain XB[[X ]]. In fact, this image is precisely the set of prime
ideals of R which contain X . To see this, let P ∈ Spec(R) with X ∈ P; if f ∈ B[[X ]],
then (Xf)2=X (Xf2) ∈ XR⊆P, whence Xf ∈ P. Thus, {P ∈ Spec(R): X ∈ P}={P ∈
Spec(R): XB[[X ]]⊆P} may be canonically identi;ed with Spec(A).
On the other hand, if P ∈ Spec(R) and X 
∈ P, then there exists a unique Q ∈
Spec(B[[X ]]) such that Q ∩ R = P. Indeed, W := {X n: n ≥ 0} is a multiplicatively
closed subset of R (and B[[X ]]) such that W−1R=W−1B[[X ]] (since b=X−1(bX ) for
each b ∈ B), so that Q :=PW−1R ∩ B[[X ]] has the asserted properties. For reference
purposes, we next record the order-theoretic nature of the assignment Q → P.
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Lemma 1. Let A⊆B be an extension of integral domains; with R :=A + XB[[X ]].
Then the contraction map Spec(B[[X ]]) → Spec(R); Q → Q ∩ R; induces an order-
isomorphism from B[[X ]] :={Q ∈ Spec(B[[X ]]): X 
∈ Q} onto R :={P ∈ Spec(R):
X 
∈ P}.
Proof. By the above comments, R = {P ∈ Spec(R): XB[[X ]] * P} and, of course,
B[[X ]] = {Q ∈ Spec(B[[X ]]): XB[[X ]]* Q}. Therefore, applying [8, Corollary 1:5(3)]
to the pullback description of R, we have that the contraction map induces a homeo-
morphism (and, hence, an order-isomorphism) B[[X ]] → R.
We next collect some facts about the prime ideals of R which will be useful in
determining htR(XB[[X ]]).
Proposition 2. Let A; B and R be as above. Then;
(a) If P ∈ Spec(R) and X ∈ P; then P = p+ XB[[X ]]; where p= P ∩ A ∈ Spec(A).
(b) If q ∈ Spec(B); then q[[X ]] ∩ R= (q ∩ A) + Xq[[X ]].
(c) If 0⊂ q1⊂ · · ·⊂ qm is a strictly increasing chain of prime ideals of B such that
qm ∩ A = 0; then 0⊂Xq1[[X ]]⊂ · · ·⊂Xqm[[X ]]⊂XB[[X ]] is a strictly increasing
chain of prime ideals of R.
Proof. Condition (a) follows from the comments in the second paragraph of this sec-
tion. Moreover, (c) follows easily from (b). As for (b), one inclusion is clear. For the
reverse inclusion, consider f=
∑∞
i=0 biX
i ∈ q[[X ]] ∩ R; then bi ∈ q for each i ≥ 0. In
particular, b0 ∈ q ∩ A, and (b) follows.
It is well known (cf. the proof of [1, Proposition 2:2]) that htB[[X ]](XB[[X ]])=1, for
any integral domain B. Nevertheless, we show next how to produce an example of a
one-dimensional Pr9ufer domain B with a subring A such that R :=A+XB[[X ]] satis;es
htR(XB[[X ]]) =∞.
Example 3. There exists a one-dimensional Pr9ufer (in fact; valuation) domain B and a
;eld A⊆B such that R :=A+XB[[X ]] satis;es htR(XB[[X ]])=∞; and so dim(R)=∞.
Proof. Let Y be an indeterminate over the ;eld A :=C of complex numbers. Consider
T :=C[Y; Y 1=2; Y 1=3; : : : ]; m := (Y; Y 1=2; Y 1=3; : : :)⊆T , and B :=Tm. Since T is integral
over C[Y ], we have dim(T )=dim(C[Y ])=1 (cf. [12, Theorem 48]), and so dim(B)=1.
It is straightforward to verify that B is a non-discrete valuation domain with maximal
ideal M :=mB; in fact, the value group of B is isomorphic to (Q;+). It remains to
show that R :=A+ XB[[X ]] satis;es htR(XB[[X ]]) =∞.
Since B is a non-discrete valuation domain, it follows from [2, Example 1] that B is
not an SFT-ring and dim(B[[X ]]) =∞. Moreover, a careful examination of the proof
of [2, Theorem 1] reveals that htB[[X ]](M [[X ]]) =∞; in fact, there exists an in;nite
strictly increasing chain
0⊂Q1⊂Q2⊂ · · ·⊂M [[X ]]
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of prime ideals of B[[X ]]. As X 
∈ M [[X ]] and M∩A=0, Lemma 1 and Proposition 2(b)
ensure that
0⊂Q1 ∩ R⊂Q2 ∩ R⊂ · · ·⊂M [[X ]] ∩ R= XM [[X ]]
is an in;nite strictly increasing chain of prime ideals of R. Since XM [[X ]]⊂XB[[X ]]
(directly or by Proposition 2(b) and (c)), we conclude that htR(XB[[X ]]) =∞ in this
example.
Arguing as in Example 3, we see that if B is not an SFT-domain and qf (A)⊆B,
then htR(XB[[X ]]) =∞. This fact will be used in proving Corollary 14.
Despite Example 3, we next give a family of cases in which htR(XB[[X ]]) = 1.
Proposition 4. If B is an overring of A (that is; A⊆B⊆ qf (A)); then htR(XB[[X ]]) =
htB[[X ]](XB[[X ]]) = 1.
Proof. It suIces to show that if P ∈ Spec(R) and P⊂XB[[X ]], then P = 0. Suppose
not, and choose f ∈ P \ {0}. Write f = X ng, where g =∑∞i=0 giX i ∈ B[[X ]]; g0 
= 0
and n ≥ 1. Since B is an overring of A, we have dg0 ∈ A, for some d ∈ A \ {0}.
Hence dg ∈ R. As X 
∈ P by Proposition 2(a) and X n(dg) = df ∈ P, it follows that
dg ∈ P⊂XB[[X ]], whence dg0 = 0, the desired contradiction.
Corollary 5. If S is a multiplicatively closed subset of an integral domain D and
R :=D + XDS [[X ]]; then htR(XDS [[X ]]) = 1.
Proof. DS is an overring of D. Apply Proposition 4.
It is well known (cf. [16, Theorem 15:1]) that Max(B[[X ]]) = {m + XB[[X ]]:m ∈
Max(B)}. We next give an analogous description of Max(R).
Proposition 6. Max(R) = {m+ XB[[X ]]: m ∈ Max(A)}.
Proof. Applying Fontana [8, Theorem 1:4] to the pullback description of R, we see





In view of the above description of Max(B[[X ]]), it therefore follows that each maximal
ideal of R contains XB[[X ]]. Note that if p ∈ Spec(A) and P :=p + XB[[X ]], then
R=P ∼= A=p by a standard isomorphism theorem; thus, P ∈ Max(R) if and only if
p ∈ Max(A). The assertion is now a consequence of Proposition 2(a).
We next determine htR(XB[[X ]]). Theorem 7 can also be obtained as a special case
of [11, Lemma 1:2(c)].
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Theorem 7. htR(XB[[X ]]) = 1 + sup{htB[[X ]](Q): Q ∈ (A;B)}; where
(A;B) := {Q ∈ Spec(B[[X ]]): X 
∈ Q and Q⊂(q; X ) for some q ∈ Spec(B)
such that q ∩ A= 0}:
Proof. Choose a strictly increasing chain
0⊂P1⊂ · · ·⊂Pr ⊂XB[[X ]]
of prime ideals of R contained in XB[[X ]]. By Proposition 2(a), X 
∈ Pr . Thus, we can
apply [7, Proposition 4] to the pullback description of R, to obtain a strictly increasing
chain
0⊂Q1⊂ · · ·⊂Qr+1
of prime ideals of B[[X ]] such that Qi ∩R=Pi for i=1; : : : ; r and Qr+1 ∩R=XB[[X ]].
Hence X 
∈ Qr . Since the prime ideals of B[[X ]] which meet R in XB[[X ]] are of the
form (q; X ) with q ∈ Spec(B) and q ∩ A= 0, it follows that Qr ∈ (A;B).
It remains only to prove that if Q ∈ (A;B), then 1 + htB[[X ]](Q) ≤ htR(XB[[X ]]).
As X 
∈ Q, Lemma 1 gives that htB[[X ]](Q) = htR(Q ∩ R). The conclusion now follows
since Q ∩ R⊂XB[[X ]].
We next give upper and lower bounds for htR(XB[[X ]]).
Corollary 8. Put %(A;B) := sup{dim(B[[X ]]q[[X ]]): q ∈ Spec(B); q∩ A=0} and T :=A \
{0}. Then:
1 + %(A;B) ≤ htR(XB[[X ]]) ≤ 1 + dim(T−1(B[[X ]][X−1])):
Proof. The asserted upper bound for htR(XB[[X ]]) is immediate from Theorem 7 since
the primes in (A;B) each survive in T−1(B[[X ]][X−1]). As for the lower bound, note
that if q ∈ Spec(B) and q ∩ A = 0, then Proposition 2(c) yields that htR(XB[[X ]]) ≥
1 + htB[[X ]](q[[X ]]) = 1 + dim(B[[X ]]q[[X ]]), whence htR(XB[[X ]]) ≥ 1 + %(A;B).
There are several contexts in which the inequalities in Corollary 8 reduce to equali-
ties. However, we show next that the upper and lower bounds given for htR(XB[[X ]])
in Corollary 8 are, in general, distinct.
Example 9. Let X; t be analytic indeterminates over R, A :=Q[[t]]; B :=R[[t]]; R :=
A+ XB[[X ]]; and T :=A \ {0}. Then
1 + %(A;B) = 1 = htR(XB[[X ]])¡ 2 = 1 + dim(T−1(B[[X ]][X−1])):
Proof. Observe that R=Q[[t]]+XR[[t; X ]]=R1[[t]], where R1 :=Q+XR[[X ]]. Thus,
by Khalis [13, ThKeorLeme 3:9] (or [8, Proposition 2:1(5)]), dim(R)=dim(R[[t; X ]])=2.
Moreover, XB[[X ]] 
∈ Max(R) since A is not a ;eld, and so htR(XB[[X ]])=1. Of course,
%(A;B) = 0 in this example. It remains only to show that dim(T−1(B[[X ]][X−1])) = 1.
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As above, let W := {X n: n ≥ 0} be the multiplicatively closed set generated by
X . Straightforward calculations with substitution homomorphisms de;ned on R[[t; X ]]
reveal that the prime ideal (X − t)R[[t; X ]] of R[[t; X ]] is disjoint from T ∪W . Thus,
dim(T−1(B[[X ]][X−1])) = dim(T−1(W−1(R[[t; X ]]))) ≥ 1:
It therefore suIces to show that dim(B[[X ]][X−1]) ≤ 1 (since Krull dimension does
not increase under the formation of rings of fractions). This, however, is evident since
B is Noetherian, for dim(B[[X ]][X−1]) = dim(B) = 1.
The ;nal result in this section explicitly determines htR(XB[[X ]]) in two important
cases. Notice that Corollary 10(a) generalizes Proposition 4.
Corollary 10. (a) If B is algebraic over A; then htR(XB[[X ]]) = 1.
(b) If qf (A)⊆B; then htR(XB[[X ]]) = 1 + dim(B[[X ]][X−1]).
Proof. (a) If 0 
= q ∈ Spec(B), it is well known that q ∩ A 
= 0; we include a proof
for the sake of completeness. Choose b ∈ q \ {0} and an algebraicity equation
anbn + an−1bn−1 + · · ·+ a0 = 0; ai ∈ A for all i; an 
= 0
of minimal degree n ≥ 1. Then 0 
= a0 ∈ q ∩ A, and so q ∩ A 
= 0.
Thus, (A;B)={Q ∈ Spec(B[[X ]]): Q⊂(X )}={0}, since htB[[X ]](XB[[X ]])=1. There-
fore, by Theorem 7, htR(XB[[X ]]) = 1 + htB[[X ]](0) = 1.
(b) Since B⊇ k := qf (A), we have a canonical isomorphism B[[X ]][X−1] ⊗A k ∼=
B[[X ]][X−1]. Therefore, by Corollary 8, htR(XB[[X ]]) ≤ 1 + dim(B[[X ]][X−1]). In
fact, we have equality. To see this, observe that if q ∈ Spec(B), then q ∩ A = (q ∩
k) ∩ A= 0 ∩ A= 0, whence (A;B) = {Q ∈ Spec(B[[X ]]): X 
∈ Q}. Consequently, with
W := {X n: n ≥ 0}, it follows from Theorem 7 that
htR(XB[[X ]]) = 1 + sup{htB[[X ]](Q): Q ∈ (A;B)}
= 1 + sup{htW−1B[[X ]](W−1Q): Q ∈ Spec(B[[X ]]); X 
∈ Q}
= 1 + sup{htB[[X ]][X−1](Q∗): Q∗ ∈ Spec(B[[X ]][X−1])}
= 1 + dim(B[[X ]][X−1])
as asserted.
We close the section by noting that the assertions in parts (a) and (b) are compatible,
for if B is an algebraic ;eld extension of qf (A), then B[[X ]][X−1] is zero dimensional.
3. On the Krull dimension of A + XB[[X ]]
In this section, we give upper and lower bounds for the (Krull) dimension of R :=A+
XB[[X ]], where A⊆B is a given extension of integral domains (see Theorem 11). In
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case B⊇ qf (A), the upper bound is attained (Corollary 13). This formula for dim(R)
is interpreted in Corollary 14 in case B is either a Noetherian or a Pr9ufer domain.
Additional applications and extensions appear in Remark 15.
Theorem 11. As above; put %(A;B) := sup{dim(B[[X ]]q[[X ]]): q ∈ Spec(B); q ∩ A = 0}.
Then
1 + max(dim B[[X ]][X−1]; dim(A) + %(A;B))
≤ dim(R) ≤ 1 + dim(A) + dim(B[[X ]][X−1]):
Proof. Applying the order-theoretic upshot of [8, Theorem 1:4] to the canonical pull-
back description of R, we see that a maximal strictly increasing chain of prime ideals
of R consists of the following three pairwise disjoint parts: {0}, followed by a chain
of contractions of other prime ideals of B[[X ]] which do not contain X ; then (possi-
bly) XB[[X ]] (identi;ed with {0} ∈ Spec(A) in the gluing described in [8, Theorem
1:4]); and, ;nally, the inverse images (relative to the canonical surjection R → A)
of a chain of nonzero prime ideals in A. The maximal cardinalities of these parts
are dim(B[[X ]][X−1]) + 1, 1, and dim(A), respectively. The asserted upper bound for
dim(R) now follows immediately.
Next, we show that 1 + dim(B[[X ]][X−1]) ≤ dim(R). As in the above proof, R
contains a ;nite chain C of prime ideals, none of which contains X , such that the
cardinality of C is dim(B[[X ]][X−1])+1 if this number is ;nite and an arbitrarily large
positive integer otherwise. Use Proposition 6 to enlarge C with a suitable maximal ideal
of R, which must contain X . In view of the enlarged chain, the assertion is immediate.
Finally, since A ∼= R=XB[[X ]], it is evident that htR(XB[[X ]]) + dim(A) ≤ dim(R).
As Corollary 8 ensures that 1 + %(A;B) ≤ htR(XB[[X ]]), the asserted lower bound for
dim(R) now follows.
Remark 12. (a) In view of Corollary 8 and the proof of Theorem 11; we immediately
see that the following two conditions are equivalent:
(i) htR(XB[[X ]]) = 1 + dim(B[[X ]][X−1]);
(ii) dim(R) = 1 + dim(A) + dim(B[[X ]][X−1]).
One consequence is a restatement of Corollary 10(b): if qf (A)⊆B; then dim(R)= 1+
dim(A) + dim(B[[X ]][X−1]).
On the other hand; if A⊆B is algebraic such that dim(A) = 1 and B is not a ;eld;
then conditions (i) and (ii) fail to hold; see Remark 15(c).
(b) The upper and lower bounds given for dim(R) in Theorem 11 are; in general;
distinct; and each can be attained. Indeed; let t be an analytic indeterminate over R;
and put B= R[[t]]; A1 =Q; A2 =Q[[t]]; R1 = A1 + XB[[X ]]; and R2 = A2 + XB[[X ]].
Since B⊇ qf (A1); it follows from (a) that
dim(R1) = 1 + dim(A1) + dim(B[[X ]][X−1]) = 1 + 0 + 1 = 2;
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thus showing that the upper bound in Theorem 11 can be attained. As for the lower
bound; we consider R2. In view of the chain 0⊂XB[[X ]]⊂ tQ[[t]] + XB[[X ]]; it is
evident that dim(R2) ≥ 2. In fact; the fundamental gluing result [8, Theorem 1.4] easily
leads to dim(R2) = dim(B[[X ]]) = 2. As it was shown in Example 9 that %(A2 ;B) = 0;
we have
1 + dim(A2) + %(A2 ;B) = 1 + 1 + 0 = 1 + dim(B[[X ]][X
−1]) = 2 = dim(R2)
¡ 1 + 1 + 1 = 1 + dim(A2) + dim(B[[X ]][X−1]):
Therefore; R2 illustrates that the bounds in Theorem 11 can be distinct and that the
lower bound can be attained.
(c) Despite the behavior of the example in (b); it should be noted that dim(B[[X ]]
[X−1]) and dim(A) + %(A;B) may be distinct; even if B is an overring of A. Indeed; let
A be any ;nite-dimensional non-JaOard domain. Hence; A has an overring B such that
dim(B)¿ dim(A). Moreover; %(A;B) = 0 since B is an overring of A. Then
dim(B[[X ]][X−1]) ≥ dim(B)¿ dim(A) = dim(A) + %(A;B):
We record a fact already proved in Remark 12.
Corollary 13. If qf (A)⊆B; then dim(R) = 1 + dim(A) + dim(B[[X ]][X−1]).
The deepest studies of Spec(B[[X ]]) to date have arguably been those in which B is
either a Noetherian or a Pr9ufer domain. Using that work, we next interpret Corollary
13 for such integral domains.
Corollary 14. Suppose that qf (A)⊆B. Then:
(a) If B is Noetherian; then dim(R) = 1 + dim(A) + dim(B).
(b) Suppose that B is a Pr;ufer domain. If B is an SFT-ring; then dim(R) = 1 +
dim(A) + dim(B); otherwise; dim(R) =∞.
Proof. By Corollary 13, it suIces to prove that D :=B[[X ]][X−1] satis;es dim(D) =
dim(B) if B is either a Noetherian integral domain or a Pr9ufer SFT-domain; and that
dim(D)=∞ if B is a Pr9ufer non-SFT-domain. The ;rst assertion follows from the fact
that dim(B[[X ]]) = dim(B) + 1 if B is either a Noetherian integral domain or a Pr9ufer
SFT-domain (cf. [14,4, Theorem 3:6]). The second assertion follows by reasoning as
in the second paragraph of the proof of Example 3.
Remark 15. (a) If K is a ;eld which contains A; each part of Corollary 14 recovers
the classical “D +M”- type result that dim(A + XK[[X ]]) = 1 + dim(A). To be sure;
Corollary 14 also serves to determine dim(A+XB[[X ]]) in various non-(D+M) contexts
in which qf (A)⊂B. In (b)–(c); we note that Theorem 11 can be sharpened in several
other ways; if B is not a ;eld.
(b) The context noted in (a); namely for B a ;eld containing A; shows that the
term “1” cannot be deleted; in general; from the upper bound given for dim(R) in
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Theorem 11. However; we show next that the “1” can be deleted if B is not a ;eld
and B is algebraic over A.
More precisely; for any algebraic extension of integral domains A⊆B such that B
is not a ;eld; we claim that dim(R) ≤ dim(A) + dim(B[[X ]][X−1]). For a proof; we
re-examine the ;rst and second “parts” of maximal chains identi;ed in the proof of
Theorem 11. The ;rst “part” has cardinality at least 2: for instance; consider 0⊂p[[X ]]
in Spec(B[[X ]]); where 0 
= p ∈ Spec(B). Such a chain cannot be properly augmented
by adjoining XB[[X ]] since Corollary 10(a) ensures that htR(XB[[X ]]) = 1. Of course;
the “;rst part”; of cardinality at most dim(B[[X ]][X−1]) + 1; can be augmented by a
“third part”; of cardinality at most dim(A); from which the asserted upper bound for
dim(R) follows at once.
(c) It follows from (b) and Theorem 11 that if A⊆B is an algebraic extension of
integral domains and B is not a ;eld; then R= A+ XB[[X ]] satis;es
1 + dim(B[[X ]][X−1]) ≤ dim(R) ≤ dim(A) + dim(B[[X ]][X−1]):
Thus; dim(R) = 1 + dim(B[[X ]][X−1]) if A⊆B is an algebraic extension of integral
domains such that dim(A) = 1 and B is not a ;eld.
4. On catenarity of A + XB[[X ]]
In this section, we consider the transfer of catenarity between R= A+ XB[[X ]] and
the rings A and B[[X ]]. Our main applications are to cases in which A⊆B satis;es
INC (see Theorem 20) or B is a Pr9ufer domain containing the quotient ;eld of A
(Theorem 25, Remark 26).
Any discussion of catenarity needs to mention the locally ;nite-dimensional (LFD)
property. Recall that an integral domain D is said to be LFD if htD(P)¡∞ for each
P ∈ Spec(D). Each catenarian integral domain is LFD, but the converse is false. Note
that R = A + XB[[X ]] is LFD if and only if both A and B[[X ]] are LFD: to see this,
examine the canonical pullback description of R in light of [8, Theorem 1:4], Lemma
1 and Proposition 2(a).
If R = A + XB[[X ]] is catenarian, then so are the factor ring R=XB[[X ]] ∼= A and
the ring of fractions W−1R= B[[X ]][X−1] (where, as usual, W = {X n: n ≥ 0}). How-
ever, the converse is false, essentially because (as Example 16 shows) catenarity of
B[[X ]][X−1] is not equivalent to the catenarity of B[[X ]]. This phenomenon identi;es
a diOerence in the behavior of polynomial rings and rings of formal power series. In-
deed, if B is any integral domain, it follows from [10, proof of Proposition 2:2] that
B[X ][X−1] (∼= B[X; X−1] ∼= B[Z]) is catenarian if and only if B[X ] is catenarian.
Example 16. There exists a two-dimensional local (Noetherian) integral domain B such
that B[[X ]][X−1] is catenarian and B[[X ]] is not catenarian.
Proof. We revisit an example of Nagata [16, pp. 203, 205]. Let k be a ;eld; let K =
k(Y1; Y2), where Y1 and Y2 are algebraically independent indeterminates over k; let B1
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be a DVR whose maximal ideal is generated by Y1 and whose residue ;eld is k; and let
B2 := k[Y1; Y2](Y1−1;Y2). Evidently, B2 is a two-dimensional local (Noetherian) integral
domain. Moreover, D :=B1∩B2 is a two-dimensional Noetherian integral domain, with
Max(D)={M;N}, where M :=Y1B1∩D and N := (Y1−1; Y2)B2∩D. We shall show that
B := k + (M ∩ N ) has the asserted properties. It is known that B is a two-dimensional
local (Noetherian) integral domain, hence catenarian, with maximal ideal M ∩ N ; and
that B is not universally catenarian. Consequently, since B is Noetherian, Lequain
[14, Proposition 2:5] ensures that B[[X ]] is not catenarian. However, B[[X ]][X−1] is
two-dimensional (since dim(B[[X ]]) = 3), and hence catenarian, as asserted.
In preparation for our results on the transfer of catenarity, the next three lemmas
determine some heights.
Lemma 17. Let B be an integral domain such that the ring of formal power series
B[[X ]] is catenarian. Then htB[[X ]](q[[X ]]) = htB(q) and htB[[X ]](q; X ) = htB(q) + 1 for
each q ∈ Spec(B).
Proof. Since B[[X ]] is catenarian, so is B[[X ]]=XB[[X ]] ∼= B. Thus, B is LFD and, in
particular, s := htB(q)¡∞. Choose a chain
0 = q0⊂ q1⊂ · · ·⊂ qs = q
of prime ideals of B.
We claim that the chain
0⊂(X )⊂(q1; X )⊂ · · ·⊂(qs; X ) = (q; X )
of prime ideals of B[[X ]] is saturated. To see this, suppose that some Q ∈ Spec(B[[X ]])
satis;es (qi; X )⊂Q⊆(qi+1; X ). Then Q ∩ B is either qi or qi+1, since qi and qi+1 are
adjacent. An easy calculation eliminates the former possibility. (Speci;cally, one shows
easily that if I is an ideal of a ring D and (I; X )⊂ J for some ideal J of D[[X ]], then
J ∩ D 
= I .) Hence, Q ∩ B = qi+1. It follows that (qi+1; X )⊆Q, and so Q = (qi+1; X ).
Moreover, as recalled prior to Example 3, htB[[X ]]((X )) = 1, and so 0 and (X ) are
adjacent prime ideals of B[[X ]]. The above claim has now been established, whence
htB[[X ]]((q; X )) = s+ 1.
Since B[[X ]] is catenarian, B is an SFT-ring (cf. [1, p. 111]). Hence, by Ander-
son et al. [1, Proposition 2:2], q[[X ]] and (q; X ) are adjacent prime ideals of B[[X ]].
Therefore, since B[[X ]] is catenarian, htB[[X ]]((q; X )) = htB[[X ]](q[[X ]]) + 1; that is,
s+ 1 = htB[[X ]](q[[X ]]) + 1. Thus, htB[[X ]](q[[X ]]) = s= htB(q).
Our next goal, Theorem 20, is an analogue for power series of a result on polynomi-
als [10, Proposition 2:2]. In view of the approach in [10], it therefore seems appropriate
to consider ring extensions A⊆B which satisfy INC. Lemma 18 does so.
Lemma 18. Let A⊆B be a ring extension; with R :=A+ XB[[X ]]. Then
(a) R⊆B[[X ]] satis<es INC if and only if A⊆B satis<es INC.
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(b) Suppose that A⊆B satis<es INC. Let P1⊂P2 in Spec(R); with Q1⊂Q2 in
Spec(B[[X ]]) such that Qi ∩R=Pi for i=1; 2. If ht(P2=P1)=1; then ht(Q2=Q1)=
1: (In other words; if P1 and P2 are adjacent in Spec(R); then Q1 and Q2 are
adjacent in Spec(B[[X ]]):)
Proof. (a) Follows by applying a result of Cahen [7, Proposition 6] to the canonical
pullback description of R. (The interested reader may develop a direct proof of the
assertions in (a).) Of course, (b) follows immediately from (a).
Lemma 19. Assume that A and B[[X ]] are catenarian and that htB(q) ≤ htA(q ∩ A)
for each q ∈ Spec(B). If P ∈ Spec(R) and X ∈ P; then htR(P) = htA(P ∩ A) + 1.
Proof. By the above comments, R is LFD. Put p :=P ∩ A. It follows easily from
Proposition 2(a) that htR(P) ≥ htA(p) + 1. Next, choose a chain
0⊂P1⊂ · · ·⊂Pr ⊂ · · ·⊂Pn = P
in Spec(R) with n = htR(P)¡∞ and r minimal such that X ∈ Pr . Put pr :=Pr ∩ A.
As the displayed chain is saturated, htR(Pr) = r and
htR(P) = ht(P=Pr) + htR(Pr) = ht(P=Pr) + r:
Use [7, Proposition 4] to ;nd a chain 0⊂Q1⊂ · · ·⊂Qr in Spec(B[[X ]]) such that
Qi∩R=Pi for i=1; : : : ; r. Put qr :=Qr ∩B. By Proposition 2(a), Qr=(qr; (X )). Hence,
since B[[X ]] is catenarian, Lemma 17 yields that htB[[X ]](Qr) = htB(qr) + 1. Moreover,
htB(qr) ≤ htA(pr) by the hypothesis. Thus,
r ≤ htB[[X ]](Qr) = htB(qr) + 1 ≤ htA(pr) + 1 ≤ htR(Pr) = r:
Therefore, htA(pr) + 1 = htR(Pr). On the other hand, since R=XB[[X ]] ∼= A, we also
have ht(P=Pr) = ht(p=pr). Hence,
htR(P) = (P=Pr) + htR(Pr) = ht(p=pr) + htA(pr) + 1:
However, ht(p=pr)+htA(pr)=htA(p) since A is catenarian, and so htR(P)=htA(p)+1.
Theorem 20. Let A⊆B be a ring extension satisfying INC such that B[[X ]] is cate-
narian. Then R :=A + XB[[X ]] is catenarian if and only if A is catenarian and
htB(q) = htA(q ∩ A) for each q ∈ Spec(B).
Proof. Suppose ;rst that R is catenarian. Then A ∼= R=XB[[X ]] is also catenarian. We
show next that htB(q) = htA(q ∩ A) for each q ∈ Spec(B). Without loss of generality,
q 
= 0. Then p := q ∩ A 
= 0, since A⊆B satis;es INC. Since htB[[X ]](XB[[X ]]) = 1,
an application of Theorem 7 yields that htR(XB[[X ]]) = 1 + ht(0) = 1. It therefore
follows from Proposition 2(a) that if 0⊂p1⊂ · · ·⊂p is a saturated chain in Spec(A),
then 0⊂XB[[X ]]⊂(p1; X )⊂ · · ·⊂(p; X ) is saturated in Spec(R). Since A and R are
catenarian, we infer that htR((p; (X ))) = htA(p) + 1.
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Consider the ring RR :=A=p + X (B=q)[[X ]] ∼= R=(p + Xq[[X ]]). Since the extension
A=p⊆B=q inherits INC from A⊆B, Theorem 7 yields that ht RR(X (B=q)[[X ]]) = 1 +
ht(0) = 1. Observe that the above isomorphism from RR to R=(p + Xq[[X ]]) identi;es
X (B=q)[[X ]] with (p+XB[[X ]])=(p+Xq[[X ]]). Therefore, p+Xq[[X ]]⊂p+XB[[X ]]
are adjacent in Spec(R). In particular, since R is catenarian, htR((p; (X ))) = htR(p +
Xq[[X ]])+1. Moreover, by Proposition 2(b), p+Xq[[X ]]=q[[X ]]∩R. Also, Lemma 1
ensures that htR(q[[X ]] ∩ R) = htB[[X ]](q[[X ]]), and since B[[X ]] is catenarian, Lemma
17 yields that htB[[X ]](q[[X ]]) = htB(q). Combining the assembled facts, we have that
htA(p) + 1 = htR((p; (X ))) = htR(p+ Xq[[X ]]) + 1
= htR(q[[X ]] ∩ R) + 1 = htB[[X ]](q[[X ]]) + 1 = htB(q) + 1
whence htA(p) = htB(q), as asserted.
Conversely, suppose that A is catenarian and htB(q) = htA(q∩A) for each q ∈
Spec(B). As A and B[[X ]] are each LFD, so is R. Hence, our task is reduced to
showing that htR(Q) = htR(P) + 1 whenever P⊂Q are adjacent prime ideals in R. Put
q :=Q ∩ A and p :=P ∩ A. There are three cases.
If X ∈ P, Lemma 19 yields htR(P)= htA(p)+ 1 and htR(Q)= htA(q)+ 1. It suIces
to show that htA(q) = htA(p) + 1. Since A is catenarian, it is enough to prove that
p⊂ q are adjacent in Spec(A), and this follows easily from Proposition 2(a).
In case X 
∈ Q, one shows that htR(Q) = htR(P) + 1 by viewing matters in the
catenarian ring B[[X ]][X−1] =W−1R, where W := {X n: n ≥ 0}.
In the remaining case, X 
∈ P and X ∈ Q. In particular, Q is minimal among prime
ideals of R which contain P and XB[[X ]]. Consequently, by applying [7, Proposition
4] to the canonical pullback description of R, we can lift the chain P⊂Q to a chain
P′⊂Q′ in Spec(B[[X ]]). Put q :=Q∩A and q′ :=Q′∩B. Since X ∈ Q⊆Q′, we see via
Lemmas 19 and 17, resp., that htR(Q) = htA(q) + 1 and htB[[X ]](Q′) = htB[[X ]](q′; X ) =
htB(q′) + 1. Since q′ ∩ A = q, the hypothesis ensures that htB(q′) = htA(q), whence
htB[[X ]](Q′)=htR(Q). On the other hand, Lemma 18(a) ensures that R⊆B[[X ]] inherits
INC from A⊆B, and so P′⊂Q′ are adjacent in B[[X ]]. As B[[X ]] is catenarian, we
now have that htB[[X ]](Q′)=htB[[X ]](P′)+1. Thus, htR(Q)=htB[[X ]](P′)+1. The assertion
now follows since Lemma 1 yields that htB[[X ]](P′) = htR(P).
In the spirit of the ;rst sentence of Remark 15(a), we note that Theorem 20 has
the following application to a classical “D + M” context: if an integral domain A is
contained in a ;eld K , then A+ XK[[X ]] is catenarian if and only if A is catenarian.
Of course, a direct proof of this assertion is also available via the fundamental gluing
result in [8, Theorem 1:4].
We next isolate two noteworthy applications of Theorem 20.
Corollary 21. Let D be an integral domain and S a multiplicatively closed subset of
D such that DS [[X ]] is catenarian. Then D + XDS [[X ]] is catenarian if and only if
D is catenarian.
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Proof. D⊆DS satis;es INC and htDS (q) = htD(q ∩D) for each q ∈ Spec(DS). Apply
Theorem 20.
Corollary 22. Let D be a locally <nite-dimensional Pr;ufer domain which is also an
SFT-ring. Then D+ XDS [[X ]] is catenarian for each multiplicatively closed subset S
of D.
Proof. A straightforward calculation using the de;nition of “SFT-ring” shows that DS
inherits the SFT-ring property from D. Also, it is standard that DS inherits the LFD
and Pr9uferian properties from D. Therefore, by a result of Arnold [5, Theorem 4],
DS [[X ]] is catenarian. Moreover, a result of Nagata–Bouvier–Fontana–Dobbs (cf. [15])
ensures that D is also catenarian. An application of Corollary 21 completes the proof.
The next two results give examples showing that the condition on heights cannot be
deleted from the statement of Theorem 20.
Remark 23. Let A be a local (Noetherian) two-dimensional integral domain. Then
there is a DVR overring B of A such that R :=A+XB[[X ]] is not catenarian, although
A is catenarian and A⊆B satis;es INC.
Proof. Since A is Noetherian, a theorem of Chevalley implies a DVR overring (B; N )
dominating A; that is, M :=N ∩ A is the maximal ideal of A. Then A⊆B not only
satis;es INC, but is an i-extension (in the sense that the canonical map Spec(B) →
Spec(A) is an injection). Now, since any two-dimensional integral domain is catenarian,
both A and B[[X ]] are catenarian. However, Theorem 20 shows that R is not catenarian,
since htB(N ) = 1 
= 2 = htA(M) = htA(N ∩ A).
For the remainder of this section, we consider the possible catenarity of R :=A +
XB[[X ]] in case B contains k, the quotient ;eld of A. Consider the ring R1 := k +
XB[[X ]]. It is easy to see (cf. Proposition 6) that R1 is quasilocal. One can then show
(for instance, via the gluing result in [8, Theorem 1:4]) that the pullback R=A×k R1 is
catenarian if and only if both A and R1 are catenarian (cf. also [6, Proposition 2:10(i)]).
Note also (cf. [8, Proposition 2:1(5)]) that dim(R) = dim(A) + dim(R1).
The next example shows, in the notation of the preceding paragraph, that the cate-
narity of B[[X ]] need not entail the catenarity of R1. Example 24 also shows that the
conditions “A⊆B satis;es INC” and “htB(q)=htA(q∩A) for each q ∈ Spec(B)” cannot
both be deleted from Theorem 20.
Example 24. There exists a ring-extension A⊆B such that B contains the quotient
;eld k of A and B[[X ]] is catenarian, although R1 := k + XB[[X ]] is not catenarian.
Proof. By the comment following the proof of Theorem 20, B cannot be chosen to be a
;eld in any example of the asserted type. In fact, we choose B :=Q[t1](t1)+t2T , where t1
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and t2 are algebraically independent indeterminates over A := k :=Q and T :=Q(t1)[t2].
Then R :=A+ XB[[X ]] =Q+ XB[[X ]] = R1.
Observe ;rst that B=Q[t1](t1) ×Q(t1) T is two-dimensional (apply [8, Theorem 1:4])
and a Pr9ufer domain (since Q[t1](t1) and T are Pr9ufer domains and T=t2T is canonically
the quotient ;eld of Q[t1](t1)). Moreover, B is an SFT-ring [13]. Hence, by a result of
Arnold [5, Theorem 4], B[[X ]] is catenarian.
It remains to show that R is not catenarian. Put M := t2T and let M1 denote a
maximal ideal of B which has height 1 in B. By Fontana [8, Theorem 1:4], we see that
there are in;nitely many choices for M1 and that the only height 2 prime (maximal)
ideal of B is M2 := t1Q[t1](t1) +M .
Since B[[X ]] is catenarian, Lemma 17 gives that htB[[X ]](Mi[[X ]]) = htB(Mi) = i
for i = 1; 2. As X 
∈ Mi[[X ]], the order-isomorphism in Lemma 1 now ensures that
htR(Mi[[X ]]∩R)=htB[[X ]](Mi[[X ]])= i. Since Proposition 2(b) gives that M2[[X ]]∩R=
XM2[[X ]]⊂XB[[X ]], it follows that htR(XB[[X ]]) ≥ 1+htR(M2[[X ]]∩R)=3. To show
that R is not catenarian, it therefore suIces to prove that 0⊂XM1[[X ]]⊂XB[[X ]] is a
saturated chain in Spec(R). Now, by Proposition 2(b), htR(XM1[[X ]]) = htR(M1[[X ]]∩
R) = 1, and so we need only show that there exists no P ∈ Spec(R) such that
XM1[[X ]]⊂P⊂XB[[X ]].
Suppose, on the contrary, that such P exists. By Proposition 2(a), X 
∈ P, and so,
by Lemma 1 and Proposition 2(b), there exists Q ∈ Spec(B[[X ]]) such that X 
∈
Q, M1[[X ]]⊂Q, and htB[[X ]](Q) = htR(P) ≥ 1 + htR(XM1[[X ]]) = 2. Note that Q 
∈
Max(B[[X ]]) since X 
∈ Q, and so Q⊂(N; X ) for some N ∈ Max(B). However, apply-
ing [8, Theorem 1:4] to the pullback
B[[X ]] =Q[t1](t1)[[X ]]×Q(t1)[[X ]] T [[X ]];
we see that (M2; X ) is the only prime ideal of B[[X ]] whose height exceeds 2. Therefore
(N; X ) = (M2; X ), whence N = (N; X ) ∩ B= (M2; X ) ∩ B=M2 and
M1 =M1[[X ]] ∩ B⊆Q ∩ B⊆(N; X ) ∩ B=M2
contradicting the fact that M1 and M2 are distinct maximal ideals of B. The proof is
complete.
The next result gives an explanation why the phenomenon in Example 24 is possible,
namely that the ring B in Example 24 is not a Dedekind domain. Theorem 25 also
generalizes the catenarity of the rings A + XK[[X ]] (where A is a catenarian subring
of a ;eld K) which was noted following the proof of Theorem 20.
Theorem 25. Let A be an integral domain with quotient <eld k; and let B be a Pr;ufer
domain containing k. Then R :=A+XB[[X ]] is catenarian if and only if A is catenarian
and B is a Dedekind domain.
Proof. Suppose that A is catenarian and B is a Dedekind domain. To show that R
is catenarian, it suIces, by an earlier comment, to prove that R1 := k + XB[[X ]] is
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catenarian. This, in turn, follows from Corollary 14(a) since dim(R1) = 1 + dim(k) +
dim(B) ≤ 1 + 0 + 1 = 2.
Conversely, suppose that R is catenarian. Hence, so is R=XB[[X ]] ∼= A. It remains to
prove that B is a Dedekind domain. As B is a Pr9ufer domain, it suIces, by Arnold [3, p.
4], to show that B is an LFD SFT-ring with dim(B) ≤ 1. Since B[[X ]][X−1] ∼= W−1R
is catenarian (where W := {X n: n ≥ 0}) and hence LFD, it follows that B is LFD and
(from [2]) that B is indeed an SFT-ring.
Finally, we shall show that dim(B) ≤ 1. Without loss of generality, B is not a ;eld.
By the proof of Corollary 14(b), R1 := k + XB[[X ]] satis;es dim(R1) = 1 + dim(k) +
dim(B)=1+dim(k)+dim(B[[X ]][X−1]). Hence, by Remark 12(a), h := htR1 (XB[[X ]])=
1+dim(B[[X ]][X−1])=1+dim(B). (Alternately, one may use Proposition 2(b) to infer
that h ≥ 1+dim(B) and then proceed as in the following argument.) As R is catenarian,
so is its ring of fractions R1. Thus, if we produce a saturated chain of prime ideals
of R1 of the form 0⊂P⊂XB[[X ]], it will follow that 2 = h = 1 + dim(B), whence
dim(B) = 1, as asserted.
As B is LFD and not a ;eld, we can choose a height 1 prime ideal q of B. Then Bq
is a one-dimensional valuation SFT-ring, i.e., a DVR, and hence a PID. It follows that
Bq[[X ]] is a two-dimensional local (Noetherian) unique factorization domain (cf. [12,
Theorem 72]). Since Bq[[X ]] is Noetherian, Kaplansky [12, Theorem 144] provides
in;nitely many height 1 prime ideals of Bq[[X ]]. Therefore, Kaplansky [12, Theorems
5 and 142] yield in;nitely prime elements f of Bq[[X ]] which are not associated to
X . Fix such an f, and consider the prime ideal Q∗ :=fBq[[X ]] of Bq[[X ]]. We claim
that f can be chosen so that Q∗ ∩ B= 0 and Q˜ :=Q∗ ∩ B[[X ]] 
= 0.
Choose b ∈ B to be a local uniformizing parameter of Bq, i.e., bBq = qBq. Observe
that X − b is irreducible in Bq[[X ]]. (Indeed, in any factorization X − b = g1g2 with
g1; g2 ∈ Bq[[X ]], the product of the constant term of g1 and the constant term of g2
is −b, which is irreducible in Bq. It follows that either g1 or g2 has a unit constant
term, and hence is itself a unit.) Therefore, since Bq[[X ]] is a unique factorization
domain, X − b is a prime element of Bq[[X ]]. Moreover, X − b is not associated to X
in Bq[[X ]], since −bX−1 
∈ Bq[[X ]]. We shall show that f :=X − b has the asserted
properties.
Of course, X−b=f ∈ fBq[[X ]]∩B[[X ]]=Q˜, and so Q˜ 
= 0. For the claim, it remains
to show that if - ∈ (X − b)Bq[[X ]]∩ B, then -= 0. Write -= (X − b)(
∑
.jX j), with
.j ∈ Bq for each j ≥ 0. By equating corresponding coeIcients, we ;nd that −b.0 = -
and .j − b.j+1 = 0 for each j ≥ 0. It follows that - = −bj+1.j for each j; i.e.,
- ∈ ⋂∞i=0 Bqbi, which is 0 since Bq is a DVR and b is a nonunit of Bq. The claim has
been established.
As B is an LFD SFT-Pr9ufer domain, Arnold [5, Theorem 4] gives that B[[X ]] is
catenarian and hence LFD. Therefore, we can choose a height 1 prime ideal Q of
B[[X ]] such that Q⊆ Q˜. Of course, Q∩B=0, since Q∩B⊆ Q˜∩B=Q∗ ∩B=0. Also,
Q 
= XB[[X ]]. Indeed, since XBq[[X ]] and Q∗ = (X − b)Bq[[X ]] are distinct height 1
prime ideals of Bq[[X ]], we have X 
∈ Q∗, whence X 
∈ Q.
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Now, since X 
∈ Q, Lemma 1 ensures that P :=Q∩R1 satis;es htR1 (P)=htB[[X ]](Q)=
1. It remains to show that there is no prime ideal P′ of R1 such that P⊂P′⊂XB[[X ]].
Suppose, on the contrary, that such P′ exists. As R1 is LFD, we may suppose that P and
P′ are adjacent in Spec(R1), i.e., ht(P′=P)=1. Since X 
∈ P′, the order-isomorphism in
Lemma 1 supplies Q′ ∈ Spec(B[[X ]]) such that Q⊂Q′, ht(Q′=Q)=1, and Q′∩R1=P′.
As B is an LFD SFT-Pr9ufer domain such that Q∩B=0, Q 
= 0 and Q 
= XB[[X ]], we
may apply [5, Lemma 2(1)] to see that Q′=Q′∩B+XB[[X ]], whence X ∈ Q′∩R1=P′,
the desired contradiction.
We close by describing Spec(R) completely in case the conditions of Theorem 25
apply and B is quasilocal (that is, a valuation domain).
Remark 26. Let A be an integral domain with quotient ;eld k and let B be a valuation
domain containing k. By Theorem 25; R :=A + XB[[X ]] is catenarian if and only if
A is catenarian and B is a DVR. When these conditions hold and B is not a ;eld,
dim(R) = dim(A) + 2 and the nonzero prime ideals of R can be completely described
as follows:
(a) The height 1 prime ideals of R are the ideals of the form fB[[X ]] ∩ R; where f
runs over associate-class representatives of the prime elements of B[[X ]]\XB[[X ]].
(b) XB[[X ]] is the only height 2 prime ideal of R and contains each height 1 prime
ideal of R.
(c) The prime ideals P of R of height s ≥ 3 are the ideals of the form P=p+XB[[X ]];
where p ∈ Spec(A) and htA(p) = s− 2.
Proof. B[[X ]] is a two-dimensional local unique factorization domain (cf. [12, Theorem
72]). It follows that the height 1 prime ideals of B[[X ]] are the ideals fB[[X ]], where
f runs over the set of prime elements of R (cf. [12, Theorems 5 and 142]). As for
R, Corollary 14(b) gives that dim(R) = 1 + dim(A) + dim(B) = dim(A) + 2. We can
say more. Applying the fundamental gluing result [8, Theorem 1:4] to the canonical
pullback description of R, we can obtain an order-theoretical description of Spec(R):
the height 1 prime ideals of R are the ideals Q∩R, where Q is a height 1 prime ideal
of B[[X ]] other than XB[[X ]]; XB[[X ]] is the only height 2 prime ideal of R and it
contains each height 1 prime ideal of R; and the prime ideals of R of height exceeding
2 are the ideals p+XB[[X ]] with 0 
= p ∈ Spec(A). To verify the above conclusions, let
M denote the maximal ideal of B, and observe that the gluing process of [8, Theorem
1:4] identi;es both XB[[X ]], M + XB[[X ]] ∈ Spec(B[[X ]]) with 0 ∈ Spec(A); and that
ideals Q of the described type do exist, by Kaplansky [12, Theorem 144], since B[[X ]]
is two-dimensional local Noetherian.
In closing, we record the analogue of Remark 26 in case B is a ;eld. If A is a
catenarian subring of a ;eld K , then R :=A+XK[[X ]] is catenarian, dim(R)=dim(A)+1,
and Spec(R) can be described order-theoretically as follows: XK[[X ]] is the only height
1 prime ideal of R, and the prime ideals P of R of height s ≥ 2 are the ideals of the
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form P = p + XK[[X ]] where p ∈ Spec(A) and htA(p) = s − 1. For a proof, modify
the “gluing” argument in Remark 26 by using the fact that K[[X ]] is a DVR.
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